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News and product change in the Spring 2019

Aalborg -27/02-2019

Overlap Table Ø62 & Ø85
We have changed the construction of Overlap Table Ø62 and Ø85 to meet applicable requirements of tables (contract 
test: EN 581-1:2017 and EN581-3:2017). This means that the legs have been moved and the risk of tip over is low. The 
visual appearance of the tables is therefore different compared to the old construction. The feet go slightly beyond 
the table top and the tables are now flatpack. The change is from the new season and we do not replace the old 
tables only at compliance. 

The tables are in stock in late April. 

Edge pots outdoor
The new Edge pots outdoor have a new glazed surface and is the same as on the red Edge pots indoor. They will be 
available in 4 sizes and two colours: Terracotta Red and Light Grey. The surface is easier to clean and will not peel off 
as we had some complaints on the old versions. The pots cannot withstand freezing temperatures and should there-
fore be emptied and stored in a garage, cellar or the like. 

The pots are in stock in mid-March. 

Overlap Ø62
Black/ Silver Grey

TAF

Edge Pots
Light Grey
Stilleben

Edge Pots
Terracotta
Stilleben

Overlap Ø85
Black/ Silver Grey 

TAF
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Messina Umbrella 
We have added a new size to our Messina collection with the measurement Ø300. Furthermore the Messina Umbrella 
Ø210 (1910101), Messina Umbrella Ø270 (1910111) and NEW Messina Umbrella Ø300 (1910135) will be in one piece 
and not be divided in the middle – this is decided due to several claims. 

The Messina Umbrellas are in stock.

Messina Umbrella Ø270
Skagerak Design

Messina Umbrella Ø210
Skagerak Design

Messina Umbrella Ø300
Skagerak Design

Selandia
The table height of Selandia tables have been changed to 73cm. This means that NEW Selandia Table 147 (1400517), 
Selandia Table 75 (1400518) og Selandia Table Ø94 (1400519) have been changed in height. The large Selandia Table 
is already 73cm heigh. Furthermore, there have been added braces in brass to Selandia Table 75 – just like the Selan-
dia Table 147. 

The Selandia Tables are in stock.

Selandia Table Ø94
Skagerak Design

Selandia Table 75
Skagerak Design

Selandia Table 147
Skagerak Design
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Stripes outdoor cushions
In connection with our new outdoor cushion and pillows we are launching a small collection of cushions and pillows 
in yellow/white and blue/white striped outdoor textile. The collection is limited to this season, and we offer Virkelyst, 
Riviera Sunbed Cushion and Barriere Pillow 50x40 in the striped textile. They have the same great features to with-
stand all kinds of weather. They have the same price as the other cushions and pillows and will be available in pricelists 
and on the website soon. 

Furthermore we are working on a Barriere Cushion 125x43cm with Kapok fillings and also with stripes. It will be ready 
later on in the season. 

A press release and insight aimed at retailers will be available within the next week.

Please notice that the striped versions will not be available for US and UK market.

The striped cushions and pillows will be available in stock in mid-April.

Riviera Sunbed Cushion
Golden Yellow Stripe

Povl B. Eskildsen

Riviera Sunbed Cushion
Sea Blue Stripe

Povl B. Eskildsen

Virkelyst Sofa
Sea Blue Stripe

SaysWho

Virkelyst Chair
Sea Blue Stripe

SaysWho

Virkelyst Chair
Golden Yellow Stripe

SaysWho

Virkelyst Pouf
Sea Blue Stripe

SaysWho

Barriere Pillow 50x40
Sea Blue Stripe

Skagerak Design

Virkelyst Pouf
Golden Yellow Stripe

SaysWho

Barriere Pillow 50x40
Golden Yellow Stripe

Skagerak Design

Virkelyst Sofa
Golden Yellow Stripe

SaysWho
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Fionia stool and Royal chair
Yesterday a press release was sent out regarding the centenary of Jens Quistgaard. Jens Quistgaard was one of the 
great Danish Designers and is behind many design classics and many know him for his little shark’s fin can opener.  
Jens Quistgaard is also the designer behind Fionia Stool and Royal Chair – the Royal Chair will be a part of the col-
lection from Autumn. Furthermore, a Fionia Stool in Hunter Green and with brass fittings will be available in a limited 
edition of 100 pieces.

Both products will be available in stock from 1st of September. The press release is earlier due to magazine deadlines 
in Spring. 

Fionia Stool
Hunter Green/ Brass

Jens Quistgaard

Royal Chair
Oak

Jens Quistgaard

Royal Chair
Teak

Jens Quistgaard


